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Abstract:
Compared with regular publications, Information of research projects is a type of grey literature,
Fortunately, many commercial or non-commercial research project databases have been used as
important information resources by many research-based universities. The problem is: on one hand,
though some of these research project databases include the outcome and funding information of
projects, many are settled separated from the other databases even from being displayed on the
website of libraries; on the other hand, much grey literature has strong relationship with one or more
research projects, such as meeting or conference information, research data sets, proposals and
funding information, etc.. This paper introduces research projects as grey node hubs for literature
repository, and metadata of research projects under this vision.
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Introduction
"A research project is a scientific endeavor to answer a research question." 1This definition is
displayed on the web of many universities for guiding students' research practice activities.
There are two types of research projects based on being supported with funds or not. In this
paper, the former type of research projects are referred as fund-granted and the latter is
called self-granted research projects which usually being motivated by interesting of
researchers themselves or being inspired by topics of conferences or journals. Most fundgranted research projects can only get supported after their proposals being assessed as
eligibility and the funding information should be displayed in all outcome of it, so all
research publications related to one certain research project can be collected easily.

It is exactly true that research lives of researchers, whether are supported by funds or not, are
involved in life cycles of one or more projects, as shown in figure 1, research life of
researchers. Thus, information about the research project is very important for researchers.
On one hand, over 80% research articles, which are published in 2019 and indexed in Web of
Science, were supported by funds. On the other hand, once fund proposal information was
published by organizations, researchers would submit their application proposals. Some of
these proposals were supported, others may be rejected. The researchers should work out the
projects with the help of granting funds, some may insist to follow the ideas of proposals
being rejected without the help of any funds. Some other researchers didn’t care about funds,
once they were interested in some research problems, which may not be supported by any
funds. Thanks to contributions of publishers, libraries as well as funds sponsors, most
research articles, books, reports, patents or technology secrets, .etc have already been
published or stored in repositories. Once been published, research publications or data may
be cited by others, which makes linkages between one research project and the others. The
link information among research projects can be mined for reviewing, assessment. More
values of research project information will be described in related works.

Although some commercial or non-commercial research project databases have been used as
important information resources by some research-based universities, some of them display
the information of fund calling, others display the information of research outcome, for
examples Grants.gov2 and Proposal Central3 only display the information of fund calling,
NSFC of China4 only displays the information of research outcome. Only a few of them
display the information of granted, calling and research outcomes, such as Global scientific
research project database of HiResearch (hereinafter referred to as HiResearch)5 and Scival
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funding6. None of them displays the information about granted proposals. Those universities
who don’t have licenses of any research project databases, some of them only share notices of
fund callings on web pages of library or university, others even notice none news of fund
callings on web pages of library and university. Furthermore, most research project databases
have not merged with databases of publications of research projects, most research paper or
data databases only show less information about the related granted projects and no any out
links to the research projects information pages. The key is that literature generated during
the life cycles of most research projects can’t be collected easily. It is not strange for the
absence of research projects application or granted information in most articles which review
the development of some certain research fields because of the absence of integrated research
projects database, and the value of research projects information need to be fully utilized.
This article aims to propose the links information of research project calling with proposals,
granted and outcome. Compared with regular publications, information of research project is
a type of grey literature, fortunately, any type of literature, both grey published and regular
published, can have its metadata. The matadata is the best one for both nodes of literature and
link between research projects to enhance the use of research project information. The object
of this article is to design metadata of research projects as grey nodes for literature
repositories.

Metadata Term

Although Priscilla Caplan (2003) referred catalog card schema of library, which has a long
history, as a metadata schema, the term metadata comes from the field of computer science
during later 1970s and early 1980s (John L. McCarthy, 1982), when statistics databases need
more functions such as self-description (Becker R. A., 1978) and integrated metadata
management (Teitel R. F., 1977).

John L. McCarthy from the University of California at Berkeley described metadata as data
about data or systematic descriptive information about data content and organization that can
be retrieved and manipulated, such as deleted, updated. This definition is very simple and
abstract without constraints of scale and structure, which means it may be simple and
unstructured, from man-readable typewritten narrative describing a data tape to machinereadable structured DBMS dictionary used to control multiple databases. Definitions and
schemas of most types of objects, such as entities, attributes, data dictionaries, databases and
its management, category sets, can all be described in some matadata, which contains names
and aliases, labels and descriptive information, data derivations and qualities, security
specifications, logical structure descriptions, access paths and linkage specifications,
processing procedures, usage information, physical characteristics (John L. McCarthy, 1982).
From then on, computer science researchers have concerned diversity problems from
metadata knowledge descriptions (PMD Gray,1988) to metadata management systems (L.
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Mark,1986) and to metadata description methods (Hong Yao, 2016) or repository (YS Joung,
2001), from using metadata to solve semantic conflicts (M. Siegel, 1991) to interaction
between databases and systems (A. Alzobaidie, 1988). More and more metadata schemas of
specific objects have been developed, such as hydrodynamic model data (Akms Islam,2006),
thermal videos (Andras Hajdu, 2007), heritage collections (Athanasios D. Styliadis,2009),
government data (Petr Kremen, 2019), manufacturing resource ontology models (Xiaobin Li,
2019), and digital image collections (Grace Therrell, 2019), etc.. These practices have
already set the foundation for metadata schema of research projects for displaying,
exchanging or harvesting.

Methodology

It’s common that the most important problem of metadata is granularity, and it is authority
controlling is also a vital problem. We used the method of investigation to resolve them. As
shown in figure 1, the procedure contained three steps. First, we investigated the research
projects information used by information resources. Second, we investigated the expectations
of the researchers. Third, we analyzed the attributions collected from these two sources
according to the usage expected by researchers.
Step 1

Step 3

Information resources of
research projects

Analysis of research
project metadata
Step 2
The usage of research
projects

Figure 1 A procedure for creating the metadata of research projects

Investigation results

There are many research projects databases used by universities and other academical
organizations all over the world, we chose some of them according to the investigation
research finished by Qingfang He (2017). These databases mainly concern three statuses of
research projects, such as forecast, granted and finished, more details in table 1. Pure is a
research output repository portal product for research organizations which all have a very
similar page of project information and stored the active or finished projects and some
repository portals on it provide functions for projects searching. The other sites, such as
Project Gate, Grants.gov, Proposal Center, PIVOT, etc, are also concentrated on research
4

projects information. All these sites provide the information of opportunities, and Scival
Funding, Research Professional, CNKI and HiResearch provide all types of information of all
state of research projects.

Table 1 metadata requirement investigation of research project
forecast

Granted finished
√

1

Pure/7 Elsever

2

Project Gate

√

3

Grants.gov 8

√

4

Proposal central 9

√

5

PIVOT/ProQest

√

√

6

Scival Funding

√

√

7

Foundation directory online

√

8

Research Professional 10

√

9

SPIN

√

10

CNKI

11

HiResearch 11

12

Web of science

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

We investigated the attributes of research projects from bibliographies of these databases,
web of science, acknowledgment of research articles and an inquiry survey, which also
collected the usage needs of research project information. There are nearly 59, 38, 33
different attribute names or controlled value vocabularies for project opportunity information,
granted projects, and finished projects from database or repository portal listed in table 1. For
acknowledgment in articles or posters, there are only three attributes for granted projects,
such as granted project codes or identities, funding organizations and its acronyms. The
Grant.Gov contributes most vocabularies for forecast project information and the Research
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Professional contributes most vocabularies for finished project information.

The survey was sent to Chinese researchers or students randomly and got 160 replies from
18.07% graduate students, 25.3% masters, 11.45% P.H.D candidates and 12.65% doctors,
details are shown in figure 2 below. There were 129 interviewees having research
experiences. As shown in figure 3, the percentage of senior and intermediate titles is 37.98%
and 46.51% respectively. Furthermore, 72% of 129 researchers have heard of research
projects. So, we selected the opinions of these 93 researchers to analyze the needs.
For the question "What information or attributes do you think should be included in metadata
of research projects?" The top four concerned opportunity attributes were opportunity title,
grantor, opportunity description, subject area, details shown in figure 4 below. As shown in
figure 5, granted project title, controller name, the organization of controller, members name
got popularity ratios over 73.12%. Although we only listed the literature type of information
resources that related to some research projects, from the popularity figures, we can get some
important hints about the link needs of the project and its dataset or patents, details shown in
figure 6. From our investigation of research projects databases and repositories, we found that
neither information of patents nor dataset being created or gathered to reveal their relations to
the relevance projects.

Figure 2 Percentage of researcher categories among 160 inquiries

Figure 3 Title percentages of interviewees from China mainland
6

Figure 4 Attribute needs for forecast projects

Figure 5 Attribute needs for granted projects

Figure 6 Attribute needs for finished project
For the question "What do you think the research projects database can be used for?" The top
three answers were all related to discovering of research problems, research opportunities and
7

construction of application strategies with popularity votes of 85.95%, 72.04%, and 65.59%
respectively. As shown in table 2, the utilization of research outputs and cooperation seeking
were also more concerned.

Table 2 expectation popularity of the usage of research projects
Usage

Vote

Percentage%

Discovering research
opportunities

67

72.04

Discovering research
problems

79

84.95

Visiting

36

38.71

Construction of application
strategies

61

65.59

Capital Performance
Analysis

29

31.18

Analysis of Financial Aid

30

32.26

Research output utilization

51

54.84

Seeking cooperation

50

53.76

Human resource
recruitment

28

30.11

Others

1

1.08

Total

93

100

For the inquiry "Some people think that it is better to have a database to integrate opportunity
information, granting information, research outputs and dataset of research projects. To what
extent do you agree at present? [from 9 (most agree) to 0 (not agree)]", there were 45 votes
for agreement, 12 votes for more agreement and 39 votes for most agreement. This means
that most researchers in this survey would like research projects to be integrated with its
research outputs.

For the inquiry "When you read the reference, you want to know the following information
about the project of the reference at the same time. To what extent do you agree at present?
[from 9 (most agree) to 0 (not agree)]", only a few of 93 researchers voted for not agreement
or uncertainty, as shown in table 3. From this, we can infer that researchers would like to find
8

research problems or application opportunities with the help of the information on related
projects as well as information concerning the usage of the research project.

Table 3 Agreement to activate the link out from one research publication with related projects
Information type

0 (not
agree)

3

5

7

Other research
output

3(3.23%)

0(0%)

40(43.01%)

23(24.73%)

24(25.81%)

3(3.23%)

Application
materials

4(4.3%)

5(5.38%)

32(34.41%)

21(22.58%)

28(30.11%)

3(3.23%)

Funding
information

2(2.15%)

4(4.3%)

38(40.86%)

23(24.73%)

22(23.66%)

4(4.3%)

9 (most agree) Uncertainly

Metadata of research project: an analysis sheet

The object of this step is to delete some redundancy attributes which may be less important
for sharing and set some vocabularies as candidates. First, we set vocabularies from
Grant.Gov and Research Professional as the basement controllers of authority. Second, All
vocabularies referring attributes of research projects or related outputs were listed by
categories. For forecasting information, there were nine types of categories, such as agency,
contact, content, date, .etc. For granting information, there were seven types, such as content,
contributors, date, funding money, identity, status. There only two categories for finished
research projects attribute vocabularies. Third, as mentioned before, most researchers who
replied the survey expected to be inspired by the project information and the research output
related to projects when reading a reference, finding research opportunities and research
problems. As shown in table 4, most of the vocabulary candidates were less important for the
important usage of research projects, such as grant officer name, key contact name. Others
were specific attributes defined by some organizations, such as CFDA number(s) and QFIS
project code. Identity was not very concerned by the interviewees, but it can be used as an
identification key value to find a project.
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Table 4 Vocabularies for research projects
Research
projects state

Information type

Vocabulary

Vocabulary candidate

forecast

contact

agency name

grant officer name

email

key contact name

phone
content

description

category explanation

opportunity category
explanation

category of funding
activity

opportunity category

document type

opportunity title

document version

program name
dates

proposal deadline

decision date

proposal deadline time zone

fiscal year
forecast date
last update date

eligibility

application instructors
eligible applicants
information on eligibility
research project criteria

funding scale

award ceiling
award floor
cost sharing
estimated total program
funding
expected number of awards

grantor

grant maker

CFDA number(s)

link to additional information

fund source

program guidelines
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identities

opportunity number

status

archived
closed
forecast
posted

Granted

content

abstract

acronym

title

description

subjects

Keywords
type

contributors

country

administrator

organizations of principal
investigator

co-investigator

principal investigator(PI)
date

researcher
promoter

effective start date
end date

funding money

finished

funding money

identity

id

status

status

General

abstract

QFIS project code

archive date
description
keywords

Output

articles

Activities

conclusion reports

finial reports

data sets

midterm reports

impact

papers

patents

secrets
services
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Research projects as nodes
It has been a long time that research projects earned an embarrassing role in research
workplace. On one hand, from this survey, over 40% researchers of 93 interviewees
mentioned above knew the fact that research project is the important indicator for both yearend assessment and promotion, over 54% of them voted the point of view that granted chance
is very low for normal researchers and only 44.09% of them reported the fact of licensed
databases of research projects. But for the question "How do you choose your thesis or
project?" only 37.65% of them preferred to find research problems from callings for research
projects opportunities, details are shown in table 5. On the other hand, even some products
have designed research projects as resource nodes, some research customers would probably
not prefer it. For example, there are four types of site navigates on the web pages of Pure
repositories, only two of them set projects as a same level node as research output or
publications.
The thinking of metadata for research projects may encourage the actions of setting the
research projects as information resource nodes. At this point, we found that the resource
node webs of Research Professional could be used as a nodes web basement and modify it by
creating links between research projects, datasets, publications, and other related projects. For
example, as shown in figure 7, project 1 is related to project 3, project 3 is related to project 4,
all these projects have links to publications and datasets.
Table 5 The percentage of methods to find research topics
Idea source

vote

Percentage%

Inspired by references

70

75.27

Problems from workplaces

70

75.27

Calling of journals or
conferences

39

41.94

Calling of projects proposals

35

37.63

3

3.23

Projects from tutors

25

26.88

Projects from leaderships

13

13.98

Projects from colleagues
outside workplaces

18

19.35

Projects from colleagues of
workplaces

14

15.05

Other

1

1.08

No experiences of projects
proposal

3

3.23

No experiences of article
writing

1

1.08

Calling from enterprises

12

Research project3

Research project1
Articles
Patents
Dataset
Research project2

Research project4

Figure 7 The research projects in the node web

Conclusions and Discussions
This article proposed an analysis metadata vocabulary sheet for research projects by using the
method of investigation. The vocabularies were classified to 16 categories referring to 3
status of research projects. The investigation focused on research project attribute
vocabularies from 12 databases or repositories concerning research projects and
acknowledgment references of research projects. The innovation of this article is the survey
aiming to collect the references needs, granting opportunity circumstances and the usage of
research projects databases, which created an opportunity for metadata vocabulary analysis
with the help of the conclusion of the survey. Once the research project metadata comes out,
the resource nodes webs can be generated based on the sharing and harvesting of research
projects information.
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